
by Ogaga Emuveyan &Asma Aden Mohamed

If you're looking for exceptional
detail then this book is for you.
Particularly good on the human
impact on the Monarch butterfly

with plenty of ideas on how to make
our environment more butterfly

friendly. by Ann Hobbie &Olga  Baumert

Gorgeous endpapers. Fact filled,
highly illustrated with carefully
chosen text sections that give

information on various aspects of
the cycle of life and behaviours of

butterflies.

www.busybusylearning.com

by Rena Ortega &Roger Vila

A masterpiece! An exciting, new,
large format release that is
bursting with fascinating and
more unusual facts. Enticing
layout and oozing with beauty

and vibrant colours.
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Another marvel from Formy Books comes Zazi Finds
Plantain. Children will love the join-along repeated
refrains and a great opportunity to explore food.

 

What Are You Doing Today Mother Nature? A
dreamy seasonal book with sweeping landscapes

depicting various natural wonders around the globe. 
 

The wait is over. Genie and Teeny The Wishing Well

promises to give us even more fun, jokes and
adventure as Teeny tries to help a home sick Genie.

 

Unipiggle Camping Chaos sees the return of Princess
Pea and her trusty stead Unipiggle off to the royal
camp. However, there will be oodles of mayhem as

trouble maker Tina causes complete chaos!
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http://www.busybusylearning.com/


Unicorns

Delightfully illustrated, one to
warm the heart as the lonely

Margaret befriends the
magical unicorn left behind.

by Kate DePalma &Nelleke Verhoeff community spirit - diverse

by Robert Macfarlane &Jackie Morris - spellbinding,nature poems
7+

by
A.F. Steadman

Knowledge
Nikki Gamble offers a wealth
of information for teachers
and parents on books for
children. A regularly update
podcast with author and
illustrator interviews.
www.justimagine.co.uk

For the Unicorn obsessed a few top
recommendations...

Favourites

“Make it a rule never to give a child a book you would not
read yourself.” — George Bernard Shaw

Fall into a world of dreams
as a little girl imagines just
what it would be like to have

a unicorn. So much fun.

byCatherine Rayner

by Gabby Dawnay& Alex Barrow

by

Briony May Smith

Nikki Gamble

3+

Myth and magic in abundance
in this edge of your seat epic
adventure. Ancient magic
from nature with rapacious
unicorns battling it out in the
skies. Fall dangerously into a

world to rival Pullmans.

Perfect Match
Great, easy set up,

experiments to do at home
with your budding scientists.
Clear instructions ideal to
develop independence.

by Laura Minter
& Tia Williams

3+

ages are guides only

Super to read on its own or to
accompany other books such as
Kitchen Science to further
explore scientific vocabulary
and deepen understanding.

4+

3+

2+

9+
Book Blast is a monthly look at Nikki's choices
of the month's new releases. Short synopsis,

inside peeps and Nikki's brilliant insights.

by Jonathan
 Stutzman

 &

Jay Fleck

charmin
g delight - friendship

Mini and Hardly want to be big
and go on big adventures. They
soon discover that it can be
good to be small. Stunning!

by Jenny Jacoby &
Vicky Barker

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Nelleke+Verhoeff&text=Nelleke+Verhoeff&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Robert-Macfarlane/e/B001IOFAN4/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/A-F-Steadman/e/B097CPPV9X/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1

